Abstract
Introduction
In this research we investigate microarchitectural techniques to design future complexity effective high performance processor implementations based on EPIC philosophy [20] . Current processors implementing the Intel Itanium Processor Family (IPF) [16] use a monolithic 6-wide in-order pipeline. Instruction level parallelism (ILP) is exploited through aggressive optimizations in the compiler. In order to further improve the performance of IPF designs, one obvious choice is to exploit more ILP by designing out-of-order implementations for IPF, but this has serious complexity issues. Another option is to get higher frequency by designing deeper pipelines for the monolithic inorder pipeline, but this can increase both branch penalty and cache/memory latency that can hurt IPC. This paper explores a third alternative to achieve higher IPC and frequency than current IPF implementations, by using an aggressively clustered Dependency Chain Processor (DCP) microarchitecture that assumes compiler support for generating optimized software traces and their dependency chains.
Clustering the processor resources to design complexity efficient microarchitectures has been an important topic of research [9, 11, 3, 18, 8] . Instead of a monolithic pipeline, multiple clusters are used where each cluster has less complexity. Instructions are dispatched to different clusters with the objective of minimizing inter-cluster communication, which can incur longer latencies. Recently, dependency chain based execution has been proposed to alleviate the scheduler complexity by exploiting the inter-instruction dependency information [13] . We explore novel ways to judiciously use the above two ideas to design aggressively clustered microarchitectures for in-order processor implementations.
A DCP microarchitecture assumes support for executing traces to improve ILP [10] . Traces are generated offline in software, using instruction profiles and are much longer (even 100s of instructions) than the traces used in conventional trace caches [10] . They can be generated by an EPIC compiler and can be another means for the compiler to convey parallelism to the architecture. Alternatively, these traces can be generated using binary instrumentation tools like Ispike [15] and appended to the existing binary or can potentially even be generated on-line using a dynamic optimizer [4] . Constructing long traces and doing aggressive instruction scheduling over large regions of code, could aid in exploiting parallelism even beyond traditional outof-order processor's instruction window size. Our simulation studies show an improvement of up to 15% in IPC by executing scheduled traces in a 6-wide in-order processor.
Each trace is partitioned into multiple mutually data independent dependency chains (DCs) -a dependency chain in a trace is a maximally connected component in the data dependency graph of the trace. Note, this does not mean that all the instructions in a dependency chain are linearly dependent on one another, since some instructions can have independent ancestors.
The DCs that we construct are much larger than the ones studied before [11] and the largest one in a trace may contain 10s of instructions. DCs from the same trace are mapped to different clusters and dispatched simultaneously to the corresponding cluster queues. As these DCs execute independently in different clusters, higher ILP can be achieved through out-of-order execution of instructions across the clusters. In addition, higher ILP is exploited within a cluster as instructions within a DC are sched-uled greedily. A key advantage of this microarchitectural model is that since the DCs of a trace are mutually independent, no inter-cluster communication is needed while executing a trace. This allows aggressive clustering of processor resources from decode to the commit stage in the pipeline, which will make it possible to achieve higher clock frequencies.
This paper makes several contributions. For our experiments we devise an approach to identify and form traces that is implementation independent. We present a characterization of DCs based on these traces. We observe that in most traces, there is one dominant DC that becomes the critical bottleneck to performance as it accounts for 50-60% of instructions in the trace. We then devise a DC splitting algorithm that facilitates the reduction of the dominant DC size by about 20% on average. This optimized trace and DC construction aids in building a core with one 3-wide, one 2-wide and one 1-wide clusters, with in-order scheduling in each cluster and no inter-cluster bypass. This achieves IPC equivalent to that of a monolithic 6-wide in-order execution core that executes scheduled traces. Our DC-based processor has the potential of achieving high overall IPC equivalent to that of an optimized in-order design executing scheduled traces, without having to pay the complexity, and power, of a wide monolithic execution core.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work and Section 3 presents our benchmark and platform methodology. Section 4, describes the trace construction algorithm. Section 5 analyses the properties of the DCs. Instruction duplication algorithm to optimize DCs is discussed in Section 6. Our microarchitecture model is proposed in Section 7 and its performance analysis is presented in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 concludes.
Related Work

Complexity Effective Designs
Palacharla et al., [18] identified rename, bypass network in the execution stage, and issue-wakeup logic to be the most performance critical structures in the pipeline that prohibit achieving higher clock frequencies. In addition to being amenable to higher clock frequencies, complexity effective structures could also be expected to consume less energy and will be easier to design and validate. One solution to reduce the complexity is to partition the resources into multiple smaller clusters [9] .
A clustered microarchitecture however introduces overheads in the form of imbalance distribution of instructions among clusters and additional overhead due to increased latencies for intercluster communication. Designing an efficient cluster architecture that addresses these problems has been an important topic of research [11, 9, 18, 8, 6] and there has also been prior work on compiler optimizations to partition instructions between clusters [3] . In this work we concentrate on designing clustered inorder microarchitectures. Key advantage of our DCP architecture over previously proposed solutions is that it is heavily clustered from decode to commit stage and does not require any direct bypass network for communication between clusters. Also, since the DCs are constructed and mapped to different clusters in a compiler, there is no need for a dynamic cluster scheduling mechanism like in previous solutions [6] .
Chain-Based Execution
We assume architecture support for constructing [15, 4] and executing [17] instruction traces. Nair et al. [17] discussed the advantages of executing scheduled instruction traces in an in-order processor.
There have been proposals that dynamically construct and execute small sequences of dependent instructions in order to reduce the complexity of instruction scheduler [19, 13] . Kim and Lipasti [13] aggregated a small number (about 5) of data dependent instructions into a coarser-grained macro-op which can be executed in a pipelined scheduler with a larger instruction window that has lower hardware complexity than traditional instruction schedulers. Probably the closest work to ours is the Instruction Level Distributed Processing (ILDP) microarchitecture proposed by Kim and Smith [11] . In the ILDP [11] design, a traditional dynamic instruction scheduler is substituted with a set of FIFO queues and dependent instructions are steered into the same queue, possibly with the support of dynamic binary translation [12] . All of the above prior work focuses on constructing dependency units from a small trace or instruction window where each dependency unit typically contain 3 to 5 instructions. DCP uses very coarse-grained dependency chains (DCs) comprising 10s of dependent instructions. Such DCs are constructed from long traces to facilitate efficient execution on heavily clustered microarchitectures.
Instruction Replication Algorithms
We optimize DCs to execute them on narrow wide clusters by splitting them using instruction duplication algorithm. Aggarwal et al. [1] studied a technique to dynamically replicate instructions to reduce inter-cluster communication delays. Their instruction replication is a hardware mechanism added to the instruction dispatch stage in a dynamically scheduled processor. But in this work, we do an offline analysis at the granularity of coarser dependency chains in order to split the dependency chains so that they can be efficiently executed on a heavily clustered architecture. Aleta et al., [2] use instruction replication on top of the traditional modulo scheduling algorithm to effectively reduce inter-cluster communication. However, the workloads targeted by [2] are primarily computationintensive floating-point applications with high ILP. Complementary to [2] , our study focuses on the scalar integer applications that tend to have irregular data flow patterns. Hence, our objectives and heuristics for instruction duplication are different from previously proposed algorithms [2, 1] .
Benchmarks
Since the goal of this work is to explore future high performance complexity effective in-order designs, we base this research on Intel Itanium Processor Family (IPF) instruction set architecture [16] . The benchmarks used for this study include eight integer benchmarks chosen from the SPEC CINT2000 suite. The programs were compiled using the Intel Electron compiler for 
DC-Trace Construction
A DCP microarchitecture assumes trace-based execution model. Long traces are constructed offline from instruction profiles and are used during performance simulation. Constructing longer traces will enable us to generate aggressive trace schedules that will help us to exploit more ILP while using in-order clusters.
Trace Formation Algorithm
We refer to the traces constructed for a DCP microarchitecture as DC-Traces. The DC-Trace construction is based on the Whole Program Path (WPP) approach proposed by Larus [14] . The instruction profile of program execution is divided into atomic blocks, where an atomic block is a sequence of instructions between the target of a taken branch and the following branch instruction. Each unique atomic block is assigned a unique identifier. As a result, the instruction trace is converted into a string of identifiers. This string is then given as input to the Sequitur algorithm [7] . Sequitur is a compression algorithm that produces a compact representation for any given input string by representing it in the form of a context free grammar. The algorithm replaces a sequence of identifiers and grammar rules that repeats more than once with a single grammar rule. The advantage of this algorithm is that the compression is done in linear time. The resultant grammar representation is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with the grammar rules represented as intermediate nodes and the identifiers represented as leaves. A consecutive sequence of identifiers on the right hand side of a grammar rule constitutes a trace, which can be obtained by parsing the DAG. Figure 1 shows the coverage of the top 100 most frequently executed traces. The x-axis shows the number of traces and the y-axis depicts the cumulative percentage of program coverage of those traces. We can see that fewer than 100 traces are necessary to cover nearly 80% of dynamically executed instructions for all programs except crafty, which has a larger program footprint. For bzip, just one trace accounts for 99.9% of program execution in the simulation window that we studied. Figure 2 presents the number of instructions in a trace averaged over the 100 frequently executed traces. It can be noted that the traces that we construct on an average contain around 30 instructions but the longest trace contains about 258 instructions (for vpr). These are much longer when compared to the traces used in conventional trace processors ( 16 instructions) [10] . Hereafter, all analysis is done using these top 100 most frequently executed traces.
Trace Characteristics
Characteristics of Dependency Chains
In this section we will quantify and analyze the properties of dependency chains which will aid us in designing an efficient clustered microarchitecture. A dependency chain (DC) is defined as a maximally connected component in the data dependency graph of a trace. In this section we examine the DCs found within the DC-Traces created as described in the prior section. Our goal is to have narrow and independent DCs, so we first focus on two metrics to analyze the number of instructions within a DC and the width of the DC. Figure 3 shows a sample trace and Figure 4 shows the three DCs corresponding to that trace. Among the three DCs, DC2 is the most dominant since it contains more instructions than all others. We refer to such a DC as the 1st dominant DC (or simply as dominant DC) of a trace. The DC that has the second largest number of instructions is referred to as the 2nd dominant DC and so on. In the example shown in Figure 4 , DC3 is the 2nd dominant DC of the trace. Figure 5 shows the percentage of instructions in a trace accounted by the top 7 dominant DCs, averaged over the top 100 frequently executed traces for each of the benchmarks studied. The figure shows that 1st dominant DC in a trace contains a large number of instructions when compared to the other DCs in the trace. The 1st dominant DC in any trace accounts for about 50%-60% of instructions in the trace while the 2nd dominant DCs accounts for approximately 20%, and the rest of the DCs account for fewer than 10%. We are also interested in another metric for DCs, which we call DC-Width. DC-Width of a DC is the number of instructions in the DC divided by the critical path length (the longest length of serial data dependencies) in the data dependency graph of that DC. Since all the instructions in a particular DC will be executed within a single cluster, the DC-Width metric represents the minimum issue width necessary in a cluster to exploit all of the available ILP in the DC. Figure 6 shows the DC-Width distribution for the top 7 DCs averaged across all the top 100 frequently executed traces from all the benchmarks. For some traces, the 2nd dominant DC and other less dominant DCs may not exist at all and hence the bars for those less dominant DCs do not add up to 100%.
In 55% of the traces executed, the DC-Widths of the 1st dominant DCs are greater than 2 (in other words, in 45% of the traces executed, the DC-Widths of the 1st dominant DCs are less than 2). Also, DC-Width tends to be greater than 3 only for the 1st dominant DCs but for others it is rarely greater than two. This implies that while designing a clustered microarchitecture, we need not design clusters with uniform width. Instead, by having just one wide cluster catering to the needs of the 1st dominant DCs and multiple narrower clusters, each possibly 1 instruction wide, one can exploit most of the available ILP. This property motivates a case for designing a heterogeneous clustered microarchitecture which has several advantages, which will be discussed in Section 8.3. Figure 7 shows the average critical path length of the top 7 dominant DCs averaged over all the traces. As expected, the critical path of the 1st dominant DCs is longer than that of the others and also the combined path length of less dominant DCs usually does not exceed that of the 1st dominant DC. Hence while the 1st dominant DC is executing in a wide cluster, all other DCs can be scheduled to execute sequentially on one or more narrow width clusters. The policy that is used to map DCs to clusters is discussed more in detail in Section 7.2.
Instruction Duplication
Since the DC-Widths of the 1st dominant DCs are greater than two during 55% of program execution we would need at least one wider cluster to exploit maximum ILP. To address this issue, we propose an instruction duplication algorithm that splits the dominant DCs by duplicating instructions and thereby reducing the DC-Widths of the dominant DCs. This aids us in designing narrow width clusters without degrading performance. Our instruction duplication algorithm works as follows. For each leaf in the data dependency graph of the DC that needs to be split, we construct a Leaf-DAG (LDAG). LDAG of a leaf is a subset of instructions in the DC that are necessary to produce input values to execute that leaf instruction. The set of LDAGs, If two LDAGs share a large number of instructions, then to reduce the overhead of duplicated instructions, the two should be combined into one DAG. Thus, we need to find the set of LDAGs that needs to be combined into one DAG. The goal is to ensure that the resulting largest DAG among these set of DAGs is as small as possible while at the same time ensuring that the number of duplicated instructions is kept to minimum. In essence, we have converted the problem of splitting DCs into a problem of grouping LDAGs into sets. To find the sets of LDAGs we first start by having all the LDAGs in one set. In the next step, we divide this one set of LDAGs into two sets. To identify the members in each set we make use of a greedy heuristic based algorithm. We compute, what we call, the advantage number for all possible groupings.
The advantage number is the number of real instructions in the resulting smaller set minus the number of duplicated instructions. We choose the division that has the highest advantage number. In our example, for the first split (abc)(de), the advantage number, represented as A is 11. We then iteratively apply the same algorithm over the resulting most dominant DCs in each iteration. We terminate the process when the dominant DC could not be split further with a positive advantage number. One optimization we add to this base greedy algorithm is to have a look-ahead of 1. That is, while we calculate the advantage number for the current split, we also calculate the advantage number for the best possible split for the resulting dominant DC and add it up to the current advantage number. Figure 9 presents the DC-Width of the dominant DC in the top 20 most frequently executed traces sorted according to their DC-Width number. We can see that the DC-Width of the dominant DC goes up to a maximum of 12. After the application of our instruction duplication algorithm, we are able to significantly reduce the DC-Width for such DCs, reducing it to only 2 or less in most cases as shown in Figure 10 . Figure 11 summarizes the effectiveness of our duplication algorithm in terms of reducing the number of instructions in the 1st dominant DCs averaged across all traces. The first bar is the average number of total instructions in a trace. The 2nd bar shows the increase in this number as result of additional duplicated instructions introduced. We can see that this additional duplication is less than 10% of the instructions in the traces. The next two bars show the number of instructions in the dominant DC before and after our duplication optimization, respectively. On an average about 20% of the size of the dominant DC has been reduced. The last two bars show the number of instructions in the 2nd dominant DC before and after the application of our algorithm. The number of instructions in the 2nd dominant DC increases because a DC resulting from the split of the original 1st dominant DC may become the new second dominant DC.
Dependency Chain Processor (DCP)
The Dependency Chain Processor (DCP) is a clustered microarchitecture design with a trace-based execution model. Each clus- ter in DCP is a superscalar in-order pipeline. These clusters can be heterogeneous, that is, each of them can be of different issue width. In this section we'll present a model for our DCP microarchitecture and then discuss the representation of the set of DCs that make up a trace. Figure 12 presents the DCP microarchitecture with 3-wide, 2-wide and 1-wide pipeline clusters.
Microarchitecture
Fetch
The traces constructed as described in Section 4 may not cover all the program paths as they represent only the hot paths. Therefore, a DCP needs to operate in two modes of execution -DCMode to execute hot paths and non-DCMode to execute cold paths. In the non-DCMode, DCP fetches instructions sequentially from the instruction cache and to keep the design complexity efficient, all the instructions are issued in-order to the widest available cluster while the other clusters are left unutilized. When the trace predictor predicts that a trace could be executed the processor switches to DCMode. In this mode, instructions are fetched from the DC-Cache instead of from the I-cache and the DCs are mapped to appropriate clusters based upon a predetermined cluster-ID which will be described in Section 7.2.
Execution Model
The DCs in a trace are mapped to different clusters and they execute independent of each other, as there is no data dependency between them. Though each cluster is an in-order execution pipeline, the DCs can execute at different rates in different clusters out-of-order and thereby achieving higher ILP. For the baseline DCP microarchitecture we assume serialized execution of traces. That is, we ensure that all the DCs in the currently executing trace complete their executions before DCs from the next trace could be issued. This would mean that we incur a synchronization cost in the form of lost parallelism but the longer traces that we constructed would help mitigating this cost. Serializing the execution of traces ensures that there is no dependency between concurrently executing DCs at any instant of time. This model of executing DCs in the clusters enables us to aggressively cluster resources from the decode stage to the commit stage unlike in traditional clustered architectures where typically only the functional units are clustered. A heavily clustered architecture would ensure that the complexity of all the pipeline stages are equally scaled down and hence can be clocked at a higher frequency.
Register File Organization and Inter-Cluster Communication
The DCP microarchitecture uses two level hierarchical register files. Each cluster has one 8-entry local register file and there is a global register file accessible by all the clusters.
The global register file is used for reading the live-in and writing the live-out values of the DCs. We assume just 2 read and 2 write ports for the global register file shared by all the clusters and very conservatively assume 3-cycle access latency. We find that the DCP is insensitive to this latency because concurrently executing DCs are totally data independent of each other and would not need to communicate values between them. A liveout value produced by a currently executing DC is going to be read as a live-in only by a DC in the trace to be executed in the future.
Intermediate values produced while executing a DC in a cluster are written and read from the local registers of the cluster. For a 3-wide cluster, the local register file is required to have 6 read and 3 write ports to issue 3 instructions in one clock cycle. By capturing the intermediate values in local registers, we reduce the bandwidth to the global register file that is accessed by all the clusters.
Since our machine model is not sensitive to the latency of the global register file, one could possibly design clustered microarchitectures without a global register file by communicating live-in and live-out values of DCs through memory using additional load/store instructions. 
Commit and Recovery from Mis-speculation
Unlike ILDP [11] and out-of-order processors, we do not require a re-order buffer. We do not need it in the non-DCMode as instructions execute in program order. In DCMode, instructions are committed only at the trace boundaries, which is possible using a shadow copy for the global register file. If there is an exception or a misprediction while executing a trace, we switch to non-DCMode and start re-executing instructions from the beginning of the last committed trace using register values in the shadow register file. The dependency chain to which a load/store should belong to is determined through profile analysis. A memory order checker is used to verify memory dependences and recover at trace boundaries in case of assumed memory order violation. Table 1 compares the complexity effectiveness of our microarchitecture versus previously proposed ILDP microarchitecture [11] and traditional clustered out-of-order and in-order microarchitectures. Palacharla et al., [18] noted that rename, issue and bypass logic are the most performance critical structures in the pipeline. The DCP does not have the complexity of renaming and steering/issue logic as these functions are performed during offline construction of DCs.
Complexity Effectiveness
Complexity of bypass logic increases quadratically with respect to increase in issue widths [18] . Over our baseline 6-wide in-order design, the DCP has less complex bypass logic as it uses at most 3-wide clusters and there is no requirement for any direct bypasses between clusters. Also, a re-order buffer is a not required unlike ILDP and out-of-order processors for the reasons explained in previous subsection.
Balasubramonian et al., [5] observed the need to reduce the complexity of the register file in wide-issue processors. Current IPF implementations with a 6-wide pipeline have a 128-entry register file with 12 read and 6 write ports to issue 6-instructions in a clock cycle. Whereas, in DCP each cluster has a small 8-entry local register file with at most 6 read and 3 write ports (for a 3-wide cluster). Additionally, DCP has a 128-entry global register file with just 2 read and 2 write ports as local register files handle most of the traffic. We analytically quantify the area and energy advantages of such a register file organization.
We can calculate the relative area used by register files by using the formula: entries * (W P + RP ) 2 , where, entries is the number of entries in the register, W P is the number of write ports and RP is the number of read ports. This formula concurs with published results in academia [22] that found the register file size grows with the square of the number of ports especially for register files with many ports. Using this formula, we found the optimal design point for implementing a 128-entry register file with 12 read and 6 write ports. This results in an implementation with two replicated 128-entry register files each with 6 read and 6 write ports that would together provide 12 read and 6 write ports. To implement an 8-entry local register file with 6 read and 3 write ports in DCP, an efficient implementation would have two replicated 8-entry register files each with 3 read and 3 write ports. We find that register file in DCP architecture with two 3-wide clusters, will occupy 11.5 times less area than the register file in a 6-wide processor and about 2 times less area than the one in the ILDP architecture.
Using a similar construction we can compute the relative energy requirements of each register file configuration. Register file access energy is proportional to CV 2 , where C is the capacitive load of the access logic and V is the supply voltage. Given a fixed supply voltage and a wire-congested register file design, relative energy per port per access will change in proportion to wordline and bitline lengths, which are proportional to sqrt(entries) * (W P + RP ). The maximum energy requirements of each register file, assuming all ports on all copies accessed, is proportional to sqrt(entries) * (W P + RP )
2 . Using this formula we find that energy used in DCP due to register file could be up to 5.5 times less when compared to the register file in a 6-wide processor.
DC-Trace Representation
We assume that DC-Traces are constructed offline. Each DCTrace consists of a set of Dependency Chains (DCs), which need to be represented in a format that can be efficiently consumed by the DCP microarchitecture. Such a method to represent DCs could be viewed as an additional means for the compiler to com-municate parallelism to the in-order clustered microarchitecture.
Each DC in the trace needs to be mapped to a particular cluster in the microarchitecture. If there are more DCs than available clusters then more than one DC will be mapped to a single cluster. Since DCP can have heterogeneous clusters we need a judicious and a simple mapping policy. We use the following greedy algorithm. Let W1, W2, W3, W4 represent the configuration of the cluster microarchitecture where Wi represents the issue width of the i-th cluster. DCs are sorted according to their dominance and mapped one by one onto the clusters in that order. Let us say, after mapping some DCs, N1, N2, N3, N4 represents the total number of instructions mapped to corresponding clusters. While mapping a DC to a cluster, we calculate cluster-load as Ni/Wi and map the DC to that cluster that has the least clusterload value. If two clusters have the same cluster-load value, then we choose the one with greater width. For example, while trying to map the 1st dominant DC, all Ni will be zero. Hence we'll map the most dominant DC to the widest available cluster.
After mapping a DC to a cluster, the DC is appended with a cluster-ID that uniquely identifies the cluster to which it is mapped. While executing a trace, a particular DC in the trace can be steered towards a particular cluster based on this cluster-ID. This cluster scheduling policy in hardware is much simpler when compared to other dynamic hardware-based scheduling policies [6] .
To schedule instructions within a DC, we do a simple level scheduling based on its dependency graph. Load/store dependences are resolved based on their first instances of execution while collecting instruction profiles. We find this simple disambiguation to be effective for most of the cases. But if this assumption is violated during program execution, recovery is done at the trace boundary as explained in Section 7.1.4.
It is also necessary to map the instructions in the trace to the corresponding register file (local or global). Intermediate values produced by DCs are written and read from the local register file which is shared between multiple DCs executing in the same cluster. Live-in (values produced by DCs in previously executed traces) and live-out are referred to the global register file. Values produced by duplicated instructions are always renamed to the local register file as their values are used only within a DC and will not modify other architectural states.
Performance Evaluation
In this section we will analyze the performance potential of our DCP microarchitecture.
Baseline Configuration
We model processor performance using cycle accurate SMT-SIM/IPFSim, a modified version of the SMTSIM [21] simulator that has been enhanced to work with Itanium binaries.
All the benchmarks are simulated for 100 million retired instructions after fast-forwarding for 1 billion instructions. All the memory requests during fast-forwarding are tracked and simulated in order to warm up the caches past initialization. Table 2 presents our simulator configurations. The data caches are multi-way banked and all the caches are non-blocking with up to 16 misses in flight at once. For out-of-order processor models, we assume two issue queues one for floating point instructions and the other for integer instructions each of size 32.
Trace based DCP microarchitecture requires a trace predictor to predict the traces that can be executed in future. In our simulations, we make trace predictions by predicting the outcomes of the required number of future branches by serially accessing the branch predictor. If any one of these branches were mispredicted, we discard all the useful instructions executed as part of the trace and perform recovery at the trace boundaries. In the DCMode of the DCP microarchitecture, instructions need to be fetched from the DC-Cache. In order to factor out the advantages of improved I-cache performance in the DCP microarchitecture we assumed perfect I-cache in both baseline and DCP microarchitecture simulations. A similar approach was adopted by Kim and Smith [11] in their studies. Figure 13 compares the performance of the DCP microarchitecture with a {3,3} configuration ({3,3} represents two 3-wide inorder superscalar pipelines) with in-order and out-of-order superscalar processors. Trace-Sch in Figure 13 is the baseline configuration, which is an in-order 6-wide processor that can execute optimized trace schedules. It should be noted that this baseline configuration would also require fetch support as discussed in Section 7.1.1. The duplicated instructions that get executed in DCP microarchitecture are not counted (in terms of instructions) when calculating IPC, but they are modeled correctly and effect the number of cycles it takes to execute the program.
Performance Analysis of DCP microarchitecture
Executing scheduled traces results in up to 15% improvement (for gap) in IPC for a 6-wide in-order processor. This could be noted by comparing Trace-Sch with io as shown in Figure 13 . From the Figure 13 , it is also clear that the DCP microarchitecture with two 3-wide in-order clusters achieves an IPC equivalent to that of a micro-architecture using one 6-wide cluster with trace scheduling (represented as Trace-Sch). This is made possible by executing optimized DCs ensuring more uniform distribution of instructions among clusters. Further, unlike in a 6-wide in-order cluster where one instruction could stall the entire pipeline, DCs in two 3-wide in-order pipelines could execute independent of each other -that is, even if execution of a DC is stalled in one cluster, the other clusters could continue executing the DCs assigned to it. In addition, as was discussed earlier in Section 7.1.5, the {3,3} DCP microarchitecture has several complexity advantages over the 6-wide monolithic microarchitecture optimized for trace scheduling.
All the experiments in Figure 13 assume 3-cycle latency for accessing the global register file. As explained in Section 7.1.3, our microarchitecture is insensitive to this latency since the DCs of a trace executing simultaneously are data independent of each other. A value produced by a DC in a cluster will not be required by other DCs executing in parallel in other clusters. It will be required in other clusters only while executing the DCs from the next DC-Trace. We found that assuming 0-cycle latency for communication provides negligible IPC improvements (not reported here due to space constraints).
Overlapping DC-Traces
As described in Section 7.1.2 we had assumed serialized execution of traces for the baseline DCP model. We also study the performance improvement that could be attained if the executions of the traces are overlapped. That is, while executing DCs from the current trace, DCs from the next trace can also be allowed to execute. This would mean that there could be data dependences between concurrently executing DCs in different clusters which would complicate the hardware design. But in order to analyze the performance potential of such an execution model, we experimented by assuming 3-cycle communication delay between the clusters. The result for this experiment is presented as DCP w/ overlap in Figure 13 which shows 10-15% improvement in IPC over baseline DCP model. This improvement is possible only at the cost of increased complexity in hardware. That is, if a DC in one cluster is data dependent on a DC executing in another cluster, then we would need a pipeline interlock mechanism to detect the dependency and stall the execution of the dependent DC. When the producer instruction finishes its execution the data needs to be bypassed across the cluster and a wakeup logic will also be required to restart the execution of the stalled DC. Figure 14 shows IPC results comparing {3,3} with {3,2,1} and {2,2,2} configurations. Performance of a DCP microarchitecture with {3,2,1} configuration is found to be almost equivalent to that of a {3,3} configuration which is consistent with our characterization of DCs. The DC analysis in Section 5, showed that there is usually only one dominant DC in a trace that has its DCWidth greater than 2. So, just one 3-wide cluster is sufficient to exploit most of the available ILP.
Heterogeneous Clustered Microarchitectures
There are several advantages in a heterogeneous cluster microarchitecture. A {3,2,1} configuration will require less area than a {3,3} configuration as one can design {3,2,1} with a smaller bypass network logic. As a result, {3,2,1} will also consume less energy and also opens up more opportunities to reduce power through clock gating the unused clusters when there is only limited ILP available.
Though heterogeneous clusters have the above advantages, homogeneous configurations like {3,3} are still easier to design than a heterogeneous {3,2,1} configuration because to implement the former one needs to just replicate the design for a 3-wide cluster. But to implement the latter one might need to design essentially 3 different pipelines for three different widths. Hence this presents an interesting tradeoff between the required design effort versus saving area/energy. Figure 14 also compares the {3,3} configuration with {2,2,2}. We can see that there is significant reduction in performance in the {2,2,2} configuration when compared to {3,3}. This is primarily due to the fact that in the non-DCMode all the instructions are executed in the widest available cluster, which in the case of {2,2,2} is 2-wide. A better trace formation algorithm with a higher execution coverage would solve this problem. The result labeled "(2,2,2) 6-wide non-DCMode" presents the result for {2,2,2} configuration but assumes 6-wide for non-DCMode. This result is just to elucidate the fact that there is no significant performance degradation in DCMode for {2,2,2}, which implies that DC construction is efficient for {2,2,2} configuration as well. The instruction duplication algorithm discussed in Section 6, resulted in DCs with DC-width mostly under 2.
Narrow Width Clusters and Efficiency of Instruction Duplication Algorithm
We use Figure 14 to also bring out the performance advantage resulting from using instruction duplication algorithm. The first bar in the graph is for {2,2,2} configuration simulated without applying instruction duplication optimization. It shows that instruction duplication algorithm provides performance advantage up to 13% (for gap) about 5% on an average. Finally, Figure 15 shows the percentage of dynamic instructions that are executed in the DCMode, which is common for all the configurations. It also shows the percentage of dynamic number of duplicated instructions, which is about 3% on average. This implies that the overhead incurred due to duplicated instructions is very minimal.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a Dependency Chain Processor (DCP) to explore clustered microarchitecture designs for future EPIC architectures. A key feature of this design is that pipeline resources are clustered from the decode to the commit stage without requiring any direct bypasses between them. This is made possible by assuming trace based execution model where coarsegrained mutually data independent dependency chains are executed in multiple clusters. We envision that optimized DCs could be an additional means for the EPIC compiler to expose parallelism to a clustered microarchitecture.
We show that DCP microarchitecture has the potential to improve both IPC and frequency relative to the current monolithic 6-wide in-order designs. IPC is improved (up-to 15%) through scheduling of instructions within a trace while frequency improvement is achieved by implementing fairly narrow (up to 3-wide) in-order pipelines that do not require inter-cluster bypass hardware.
